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commodities, authenticating food products, detecting 
adulteration and verifying food traceability has grown 
rapidly in recent years, and will most probably increase in 
the future with the continuing growth in the complexity of 
food supply chains. FEPL will expand its activities in this 
field of work and provide assistance to Member States as 
and when the need arises. 

Building Food Safety Networks in 
Africa through our Work on Food and 
Environmental Protection 
Technical Officer: James Sasanya 

In the last newsletter, we featured our support for food 
safety programs in IAEA/FAO Member States focusing on 
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean as an 
example. This feature article highlights our efforts to 
establish laboratory networks in Africa and the activities 
supported by the Joint FAO/IAEA Division through the 
technical cooperation program. Under the Africa Regional 
Cooperative Agreement on Research, Development and 
Training Related to Nuclear Science and Technology 
(AFRA), a project on “Establishing a Food Safety Network 
through the Application of Nuclear and Related 
Technologies” is being implemented. This involves food 
and environmental safety related institutions in Algeria, 
Botswana, Cameroon, Egypt, Ethiopia, Mauritius, 
Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda, 
United Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe, working 
closely to address common needs and challenges. 

The project has thus far enhanced the application of nuclear 
techniques in food safety control programs such as the use 
of radio receptor assay techniques in these Member States. 
These rapid laboratory screening tools have been 
established by sub-regional networking and collaboration,
it is paving the way for the establishment of a fully regional 
network. The project’s inaugural meeting and training took 
place in Tanzania in August 2012, and subsequently four 
sub-regional workshops have since been held in Tunisia, 
Mauritius, Cameroon and Ethiopia (training over 60 
scientists/lab personnel). This is in addition to group 
training on ISO standards and analytical methods held at 
meeting in Nigeria and South Africa respectively. As 
planned at the inception of RAF5067, participating 
institutions are working with each other and sharing 
experiences, knowledge and resources with the support of 
the FEP Section. Trainees from one event have become 
resource persons in subsequent initiatives. For instance, at 
the end of 2013 Tanzania’s Food and Drug Authority 

trained a laboratory technician from Botswana’s National 
Veterinary Laboratory (BNVL) on analytical tools they 
became familiar with through an earlier RAF5067 event.
Subsequently, in early 2014 BNVL consolidated and 
promulgated the knowledge they had obtained from 
Tanzania by training two analysts from Uganda. 

Having access to a broad range of validated analytical 
methods to support food and environmental safety 
laboratory work is one of the biggest challenges faced by 
Member State institutions. In addition to obtaining 
analytical methods through the Joint FAO/IAEA’s food 
contaminant residue information system (FCRIS) database, 
the RAF5067 network has identified ways to share their 
own laboratory methods. For example, analysts from 
Egypt, South Africa, Ethiopia, Uganda and Zimbabwe 
trained together for one month on various analytical 
techniques at the Onderstepoort Veterinary Institute in 
South Africa. Through their training and collaboration at 
that event, they have established an understanding of each 
other’s needs and the benefits of sharing their own methods 
of analysis. 

By growing as a network and working collaboratively, 
RAF5067 participants have also undertaken proficiency 
testing using inter-laboratory trials of radio-receptor assay 
tools obtained as part of the sub-regional workshops. 
Furthermore, these activities have served as a springboard 
for establishing an African Food Safety 
Network, AFoSaN (www.africanfoodsafetynetwork.org). 
The AFoSaN members are to encourage many other 
laboratories to join in their activities and collaborate on 
pertinent food safety issues. One of the major concerns in 
many IAEA Member States and being addressed in the 
AFRA RAF5067 project is the issue of aflatoxins (potent 
carcinogens) in foods. In this regard, the AFoSaN is 
collaborating in the Partnership for Aflatoxins Control in 
Africa (PACA) under the African Union Commission 
(www.aflatoxinpartnership.org/). Thus PACA 
representatives participated in the RAF5067 sub-regional 
food safety stakeholder workshop held in Ethiopia from 24 
to 28 November 2014, to discuss and find ways of jointly 
addressing the challenges and opportunities associated with 
controlling Aflatoxins. 

Members of AFoSaN also participated in the International 
Symposium on Food Safety and Quality organized by the 
Joint FAO/IAEA Division in Vienna, Austria and 
participated in discussions on global food safety issues. 
They also took this opportunity to visit the Austrian 
Agency for Health and Food Safety to find out more about 
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their work in Austria and Europe and this has laid the 
foundation for future collaborations with this EU reference 
laboratory. Our AFoSaN colleagues also joined with others 
from Cuba and the Republic of Korea and participated with 
an additional 60 stakeholders at an event arranged by the 
Permanent Mission of Japan, planned to coincide with the 
Joint Division’s International Symposium. The event 
focused on “Building Laboratory Networks” using recent 
initiatives developed through the Food and Environmental 
Protection subprogramme including food safety, food 
quality as well as animal health and disease diagnosis. 

The AFoSaN network is planning to grow to include many 
other institutions from at least 30 African countries in the 
next 2 years. The AFoSaN members are also exploring 
possibilities for interregional networks to address food 
safety issues. The Joint FAO/IAEA Division is continuing 
to partner with these institutions, using the network as an 
efficient means of meeting requests from Member States 
for support in food safety and quality issues where nuclear 

and related techniques can assist food and environmental 
protection. 

AFoSaN members at the Learning about the Austria Agency for Health 
and Food Safety in Vienna, Austria, 14 November 2014. Photo courtesy 
of J.J. Sasanya. 


